Dear Mrs Walkerden,

6G is writing to you because we strongly believe that we should have a school pet for the many following reasons.

Firstly, having a school pet can will certainly motivate us to learn. For example, if someone students is are struggling with their work, their teacher can encourage them student by using the pet as a reward. As students enjoy being around the pet, this will definitely increase their focus on creating high quality work.

Secondly, a school pet teaches us responsibility. We will take care of it by feeding it, making sure it the pet has water, taking it for a walk, washing it the pet and we will also clean up after it. We will make put together a roster, making sure every class will have an opportunity to look after and care for the pet.
Most students in Liverpool Public School live in units. Therefore they can’t have a pet. Having a school pet will give students an experience of a lifetime – having and looking after a pet – one that they could not have otherwise.

Finally, another benefit for having a school pet is that pupils can gain knowledge about the animal. For example, we could learn about their life cycle, behaviour, habitat and food. Learning about a pet in real life rather than learning about it from books, would definitely give us a better way to gain knowledge.

6G believes that having a school pet will make our school a better environment for students and will make learning more fun and interesting. It will be an excellent experience for the children and staff.

Yours sincerely,

6G.